
PADDED HEADBOARDS

Question: Every magazine has a padded headboard (or 
two!) in them.  Is this a trend?

Answer: What goes around truly comes around!  Padded 
headboards have been around for a long time.  Periodically 
they surge ahead of the game, as has been the case the last 
several years.  Padded headboards add softness to a room 
that otherwise can become quite ‘woody’ in nature due to its 
mere furniture requirements.  Add wood floors and you now 
have basically an all wood room, which can be too much for 
many people. 
 A padded headboard can be a pretty silhouette, a 
gorgeous fabric, or provide needed intricate detail to a room.  
Use it for needed colour, pattern, or texture. I find them to 
be an instant wow.  Add the proper bedding treatment to it 
and your room can instantly be transformed into that model 
picture, too!
 As you have noticed, there are many padded head-
board styles showcased in the design magazines. The latest 
trend right now is TALL – and the taller, the better.  Tufted, 
fabric, leather, solid with no tufts, curved tops, straight tops, 
and nail heads, which are also trendy right now on every-
thing!  The beautiful thing about it can be completely custom-
ized to fit your room. The styles and fabric selections are end-
less when you combine the options.  Just to name a few…
- Vintage Headboards – great in floral, ticking, or linens 
that have a feed-sack look. Nail a piece of architectural sal-
vage to the top of the upholstered headboard and it is ex-
tremely original with an antique flair.
- Bridge Tufted Headboards curve high above a bed 
(piled high with lux linens and pillows!). Makes quite an el-
egant statement.
- Winged padded headboards are a great look – high 
and rounded provide strong focal points in a room
- Don’t just pad the headboard, but the entire bedframe 
as well! Complete the bed with matching padded side rails 
and low profile footboard.  
- Add structure to a padded headboard with a solid 
wood frame. 
- Monochromatic palettes are very chic, and can add 
pizzazz when detail is added. 
 Isn’t it great to have so many choices?!
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                   renee@jenningsfurniture.com
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